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This article proposes a new method for evaluating Product/Service System (PSS). It improves formulation of an evaluation step within an existing
comprehensive method for designing PSS. The evaluation is achieved based on the importance of various customer value and each offering’s
contribution to the value as well as the customer's budget. Its advantage is the effective utilization of design information accumulated at the earlier part
of the comprehensive method, as opposed to marketing oriented methods solely for utility measurement (e.g. conjoint analysis). Application of the entire
method to a real life case at an investment machine manufacturer is presented.
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1. Introduction
In traditional product sales, the focus is often on developing
products that are cheap to manufacture and enable a profitable
aftermarket consisting of service, spare parts and consumables.
However, manufacturers in developed countries today regard
services as crucial and service activity is increasingly being
incorporated into the design space. An offering from such design
is often called Industrial Product-Service Systems (IPS2) or
Product/Service Systems (PSS) [1]. PSS offerings (PSSO) consist
of combinations of physical products, services and systems that
have been integrated and optimized from a lifecycle perspective
in relation to the customer value (modified from [1]).
At present, companies typically have a minor degree of
integration between their physical product and service
development, and the service development is done after the
product is ready for realization, or even after it has been put on
the market. This is the case even though it is well known that the
physical product's design has a limiting impact on the service
design. This sequence creates the problem of specifications
transferred ‘over the wall’ as was addressed in the case of design
and then manufacture [2]. In contrast to the sequential offering
development, PSS demands a new way of developing an offering –
real integrated and parallel development. To achieve this, new
methods are needed since traditional ones in general provide
only minor support for integrated and parallel development of
products and services. This method should support identification
of PSSO requirements. In addition, support for PSSO concept
development (generation and combination of products and
services) and for effective and efficient evaluation of those
concepts is needed. Especially for companies providing a wide
variety of PSSOs, support for systematic evaluation is essential in
order to ensure that their offering complies with the value
perceived by customers.
There exist a few methods that support PSS design (e.g.
[3][4][5][6][7]). Especially for the evaluation part of design, a
method [8] can be utilized which has been developed by
extending the QFD (Quality Function Deployment) technique [9]
to PSS design. This method [8] reveals which parameters of a PSS
should be focused on to efficiently meet customers’ requirements.

In designing traditional physical products (e.g. [10]), some
methods have been developed for concept selection. However, no
methods are available to support the effective and efficient
evaluation and selection of PSS concepts.
Motivated by the gap above, this article aims at proposing a
new method for evaluation and selection of PSSOs. Instead of
developing a completely new method, it improves formulation of
a step for evaluation and selection within an existing and verified
comprehensive method for designing PSS [6].
In the remainder of this article, Section 2 analyses literature
and points out the lack of an effective method to evaluate PSS.
Section 3 explains the proposed method after introducing the
comprehensive PSS design method. Section 4 shows application
of the whole method in an early phase of developing PSS at a
manufacturer. Finally, Sections 5 and 6 discuss and conclude the
article, respectively.
2. PSS design and evaluation
Traditional methods for designing physical products (e.g.
[10]) contain some methods for evaluating and selecting a
concept. Such methods, e.g. rating multiple concepts with
multiple criteria, can be partly used for PSS. However, in the case
of PSS, it is common to realize a set of various concepts as
components within one PSSO; thus, selecting multiple concepts
should be supported in such a method. At the same time, this
selection is to be done with economic constraint. This means that
the question is which multiple components should be selected
against a certain budget of a customer. It is different from the
case of physical product design, where a major question is which
single structure should be chosen to fulfil a certain function. A
component here means a potential part that could constitute a
PSSO and is a product, a service, or a combination of the two. This
issue has not been brought up explicitly in the PSS area. If a
component is fundamental and cannot be ruled out, that
component is seen as a platform and this selection process can be
seen as customization [11]. However, no such methods are seen
in that area, either.
To bridge this gap, there is a need for developing such a
method for evaluating and choosing PSS components for a PSSO.
Importantly, this evaluation should be done in terms of value

perceived by customers (including users and other relevant
actors), as value is the thing pursued by customers. Perceived
value can be defined as the customer’s overall assessment of the
utility of a PSSO based on perceptions of what is received and
what is given (based on [12]) and is different from a price; value
depends on a particular user/customer. It should not be forgotten
that a global PSS design method should partly address such
information (as some methods such as [6][8] do), and thus
collecting the needed information from scratch at the step of
evaluation is not necessarily required.
From the marketing discipline, some methods are available
for this purpose. For instance, conjoint analysis [13] discovers
utility levels of elements in an offering. Disadvantages of conjoint
analysis include all the additional efforts after design as well as a
limitation on the number of elements addressed in an analysis.
In sum, developing a method for evaluating and choosing PSS
components for offerings in terms of value, considering a certain
budget by using design information, would be an interesting
challenge from the scientific and practical viewpoints.
3. A value based PSS evaluation method
3.1. Comprehensive PSS design method
The entire method depicted by Figure 1 has been verified in
[6] but lacks concrete formulation of a step for evaluation and
selection (Step 7). The entire method takes customer value (CV)
with its relative importance (Step 4) as inputs and translates it
into the relative importance of PSS characteristics (Step 5) by
extending the QFD technique. Importantly, different types of
design information are obtained by carrying out this method
prior to Step 7.
1. Qualitative analysis
of customers

2. Customer segmentation
ii) Customer segments

i) Information
of customer
value (CV)

3. Extracting customer value (CV)

iii) CV per segment
a) Importance of CV
b) Satisfaction
from the provider
and competitors
c) Information from
products/services

4. Importance / satisf action analysis on CV

iv) Promising areas in CV
5. Translation to design parameters

v) Importance of PSS charact.
d) Existing PSS
in the/other sectors

6. Idea creation
vi) Potential PSS components

Legend
Step

7. Evaluation and selection

Input to Step
Output from Step

vii) Feasible PSS offerings

Figure 1. The steps of the entire PSS design method (modified from [6]).
Not all iterative processes are shown for simplicity. The underlined items
are utilized in the evaluation method in Step 7.

3.2. PSS evaluation method
The proposed evaluation method is for Step 7 and should
derive an optimized set of PSS components in an offering from
the viewpoints of a provider or a customer. This article focuses on
the viewpoint of a customer, and a derived offering should
maximize the value under the given budget of the customer. The
method takes the following six items as inputs.
The first three items are obviously needed. If the utility or
value level for each PSS component for a customer were available,

the question would be answered with the information of the
three items. In real practice this is not the case, especially where
there are a large number of PSS components to be selected from.
As the fourth and fifth items are available (from a) and v) in
Figure 1, respectively) in the PSS design method, adding only the
sixth item would enable us to evaluate the PSS components. Note
that all the vectors are row vectors.
1. A vector of PSS components (vi) in Figure 1): m = (m1,…,mk).
2. Budget of a customer: pmax.
3. Price (vector) of each PSS component: p = (p1,…,pk).
4. Importance (vector) of CV (a) in Figure 1): r = (r1,…,rl), where
0 ≤ rmin ≤ ri ≤ rmax and CV (vector): v  (v1 ,..., vl ) .
This method measures the importance of a CV to quantify a
level of the CV, assuming the possibility to add importance of
different CV in an offering.
5. Correlation (matrix) of CV with PSS characteristics: A, where
n

0  ai , j , 1  i  l , 1  j  n ,  ai , j  1 , and PSS characteristics:
j 1

h = (h1,…,hn). A is produced from the matrix of CV with PSS
characteristics used in Step 5 (using the QFD based
technique) through normalization.
6. Correlation (matrix) of PSS characteristics with PSS
components (these components are not necessarily
collectively exhaustive unlike Phase II of conventional QFD for
a product): B of size n × k, where an element b is an integer
between 0 and 10. b represents co relational strength
between a characteristic with a component; e.g. a PSS
characteristic ‘time for preventive maintenance’ can have a
moderate degree – 5 – with a PSS component ‘remote
inspection’. ‘Operator skill’ can be highly – 8 – related to
‘training service’. The alternatives, 0,…,10 are useful to
discriminate subtle differences in components (e.g. ‘remote
service’ and ‘remote service extended’ in Table 2).
The evaluation method consists of the following four steps.
Step I. Collecting information
The information for pmax and p is collected from the sales
function of the provider. B is created by the design division. Then,
the correlation of CV with components, C, is calculated as: C=A·B
Step II. Determining objective function
The objective function used in Step III can be determined as
follows. The value level can be used with a constraint of a set
price limit that cannot be exceeded, i.e. the budget of a customer,
pmax. The value level gained per monetary unit spent can be
chosen for investment efficiency as well.
Step III. Deriving optimized PSSOs
Using only the value level, the optimization problem may be
expressed as:
Maximize the value level of an PSSO: f(o) = u · oT ,
where: An PSSO is Vector o of size k, corresponding to m,
where an element o has either value 0 or 1,
Value level of PSS components: u = r · C ,
subject to: p · oT ≤ pmax
The investment efficiency of an PSSO o is formulated as f(o) /
p · oT and may be used as another objective function for the
optimization above.
Step IV. Feedback to idea creation
Two types of useful information are fed back to Step 6 (idea
creation). First, such a CV as is addressed by no PSS components,
which is expressed as below, can be brought back as an open, and
thus promising, CV for new offerings.
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Step II. Determining objective function and Step III. Deriving an
optimized PSSO
The first type of objective function, namely the value level,
was chosen to be utilized. The calculation was made using a
spreadsheet program using the simplex algorithm as well as the
branch and bound algorithm. Derived are the solutions shown in
Table 4. For instance, with the budget of 300, the optimized
solution includes ‘remote inspection’ and ‘expert support’ (the
price and the value level were 286 and 68, respectively). If the
budget is increased to 400, the optimized solution also includes
‘remote diagnosis’. In the case of 500, ‘complete maintenance’
gets included and ‘remote diagnosis’ excluded. The column
furthest to the right shows the investment efficiency of the
offering, although this is not utilized in this optimization.
Table 4
Derived PSSOs depending on the given budgets.
PSS
Comp.

Budget
300
400
500
800

0
0
0
0

0
0
1
1

0
0
0
0

Investment
efficiency

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.00

0
0
0
3
0
6
0
0

Value level of
an offering

0.05
0.04
0.00
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.02
0.01
1.00

0
0
0
3
2
2
0
0

Price of an
offering

Machine /
system
flexibility

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.00

0
9
9
0
0
0
0
0

Repair service

Immediate
availability

Time for setup
Frequency of preventive maintenance
Time for preventive maintenance
Speed of discovery
Speed of notification
Speed of problem solving
Time for training operator
Technician availability
Total

Productivity

PSS Characteristics
(h1, …, h141) T

0
0
0
2
2
2
0
0

Table 3
Marginal contribution to customer value of PSS components (Matrix CT).

(m1, …, m59)

Available
operation
time

(v1, …, v12)

Quality of
final product

Customer Value

0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0

e-self help

Table 1
Normalized correlation of CV with PSS characteristics (Matrix AT).

0
3
5
0
0
0
0
0

Remote diagnosis
- extended

Steps 1 to 6 of the entire PSS design method were first
applied in this application. Obtained through this was the 12 CV
(Vector v) with relative importance (r), where rmin and rmax were
1 and 7, respectively. CV included ‘quality of final product’
(importance 6.8) and ‘machine/system flexibility’ (5.4). 141 PSS
characteristics were described (Vector h) (e.g. ‘time for set up’
and ‘response rate of logistics’) and they varied significantly in
their importance. Table 1 shows Matrix AT. As Vector m, 59 PSS
components were described (only from PSSOs of the company
existing on the market) in Step 6. Step 7 was carried out as
follows.

0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0

Remote diagnosis

4.2. Results of application

Time for setup
Frequency of preventive maintenance
Time for preventive maintenance
Speed of discovery
Speed of notification
Speed of problem solving
Time for training operator
Technician availability

Expert support

This company provides a kind of production machine to
customers who produce products using additional contents. The
machines can be characterized as investment machines, are quite
complex with ICT control, and have a significant cost.
It should be emphasized that this company has strategically
shifted to PSS provider role and has begun to increase its focus on
services for its customers. It has also established an efficient
service organization with modern tools to supply customized
services in combination with the machines to offer an optimal
solution for the customer. The service activities range from
maintenance and supplying spare parts to full service contracts
and online services using ICT technologies.
This company, in fact, regards the following three types as
the crucial set of instruments to provide customers with value:
the physical product, the communication infrastructure, and the
service contents. Yet, they lacked a systematic method to develop
and evaluate PSSOs at an early stage of development.

PSS Characteristics
(h1, …, h141) T

Available
operation
time

4.1. Target company and its strategies

PSS Components
(m1, …, m59)

Remote
inspection

4. Application to a real life case

Table 2
Correlations of PSS characteristics with PSS components (Matrix B).

Quality of
final product

For instance, the geographical distance to the customer’s site
is not influenced by any PSSO, but depends on the provider’s
internal factors. Extrinsic motivation of operators at a customer
can be influenced only through the customer. This information
could be useful in the idea creation in a broader sense, since it can
support ideas for improving the internal factors at the provider or
the customer. For instance, by launching a base of service
technicians at a closer location with the provider’s own
investment the distance can be decreased, contributing to higher
customer value.

Expert support

Second, such characteristics as have no correlation with any
component can be discovered. These are ‘internal’ parameters of
either the provider or the customer as below.
If j  (1,..., k ), bi , j  0 , then hi is an ‘internal’ parameter.

Step I. Collecting information
pmax and p were collected from the internal sales team. In
this application, different budgets, 300, 400, 500, and 800 (all in a
monetary unit), were set to derive optimal offerings. The matrix B
was given by support of the design team as shown in Table 2. The
transpose of the resulting matrix, CT, is shown in Table 3.

Fitness check advanced
Complete
maintenance
Extended
availability

If i  (1,..., l ), ci , j  0 , then vj is a promising CV.

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

0
1
0
1

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
1

286
391
459
710

68
74
80
97

0.24
0.19
0.17
0.14

Step IV. Feedback to idea creation
As the first type, for instance, ‘machine/system flexibility’
was fed back as a promising CV. An example of the second type
was the skill of a service technician of the provider, which could

support the idea of increasing the level of training of internal
service technicians.
4.3. Verification
As shown in Section 4.2., the newly-proposed method
worked to derive effective solutions. The only input from outside
of the firm was Vector r of 12 CV, which was feasible to ask a
number of customers through a questionnaire. The company
expressed high practical usefulness of, and interest in, this
method. The time to create B was not perceived as a problem,
since 102 characteristics out of 141 were ‘internal’ parameters
and only 39 had to be correlated with a positive figure to
components. It should be also noted that the efforts to create
matrixes will even decrease in subsequent attempts. Thus, the
additional efforts for this method within the comprehensive PSS
design method are found to be low.
The lists of CV, PSS Characteristics, and PSS Components
were also found effective to produce meaningful outcomes. Only a
part was specific to the example, while others can be reused to
other PSS. This ontology issue will be tackled in the future.
The assumption of the method regarding the possibility to
add importance of different CV (as mentioned in Section 3.2) will
be investigated more in the future as to where it is valid.
5. Discussion
Section 4 showed that the proposed method can support
evaluation of different PSS components and identification of
appropriate solutions in practice once the necessary information
is available. To a certain extent, this method is capable of
substituting a customer utility analysis. Alternatively, it can be
used to verify results from such analysis or to help reduce any
type of bias that may be created through other methods of utility
analysis.
It should be emphasized that the information created for this
purpose was only the correlation of PSS characteristics with PSS
components except for the monetary information, which is
needed anyway for this economic evaluation. The other
information was imported from design information of the PSSO.
In addition, that information reutilized from the preceding steps
is not peculiar to this PSS design method. In other words, the
importance of customer value is fundamental to any PSS design,
and the correlation of customer value with PSS characteristics is
available if QFD is conducted.
This easy-to-learn and implement method is useful serving
as systematic support to evaluate various potential PSSOs. Its
advantages are its simplicity and quickness; it can be performed
with e.g. a pen and paper or with spreadsheet software. To make
it even more practical, the intention is to create spreadsheet
based software that supports the entire process, e.g. calculations
as well as documentation of the results. Highlighted features are
also in line with the general principles a design support method
should fulfil in order to become utilized in industry [14]: (1) be
easy to adopt and implement; (2) facilitate developers to fulfil
specified requirements on the presumptive offering; (3) reduce the
risk that important elements in the development are forgotten; (4)
reduce the total calendar time (from start to end) to solve the task.
One of the scientific newness of this method exists in that it
builds on the levels for value provided without questioning the
customers on value levels for individual offerings. This is
especially an advantage when there are a large number of PSS
components to choose from, which makes it virtually impossible
in practice to ask customers. This method can address a large
number of components; in such a case, it can provide more
information as its result than conjoint analysis.

To improve the preciseness of the estimated utility level,
investigation of the possibility to adopt a parameter other than
the importance of CV will be a future subject of research. Another
in-depth question about this measurement is if the utility level of
an offering can be over (or below) the summation of the utility
level of each component in the offering. This question is
motivated as there might be positive (or ‘negative’) synergy by
combining multiple components in terms of the total utility.
Finally, the current proposed method focuses on the
viewpoint of customer. It does not cover the provider’s cost
evaluation for providing PSSOs or the evaluation of the trade off
between the customer’s value and the provider’s cost (PC) for
providing; the future version will manage that. In other words,
the new method will support decisions, e.g. whether to develop a
durable product (higher PC) that will cause fewer failures during
use (higher CV and lower PC, e.g. service) or a ‘normal’ product
(normal PC) that will cause a ‘normal’ amount of failures during
use (normal CV and PC).
6. Conclusion
This article proposed a new method for evaluating PSSOs. It
improves formulation of an evaluation step within an existing
comprehensive method for designing a PSS. To a certain extent,
this method is capable of replacing a customer utility analysis. Its
primary advantage is the effective utilization of design
information accumulated at the earlier part of the comprehensive
method, as opposed to marketing-oriented methods solely for
utility measurement (e.g. conjoint analysis). Future works include
incorporating the provider’s viewpoint as discussed in Section 5
and verifying this method further with more cases.
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